You can login to the admin page using your name and password at http://qwafafew.org/phplist/lists/admin/.

The first page you will see looks something like this:

---

You can pretty much ignore most of these functions. The ones you will use are:

- "send a message" to send emails to your list
- "lists" if you want to add or delete members directly
"messages" allows you to view past messages in case you want to copy from them -- NB if you "requeue" or "edit" and "resend" an old message, it will go only to members who have joined the list since the message has been sent. If you want to send a second copy of a message to the entire list, you must create an entirely new message on the "send a message" page.

Here is (sort of) what you will see when you go to that page:

**PHPlist - send a message**

**good afternoon you**

**Subject:**

**From line:** QWAFAFEW Lists list.manager@qwafafew

**Embargoed until:** 14 January 2005 13 00

**Format:** Auto detect **HTML** **Text**

**Send as:** HTML **text** **text and HTML**

**Use template:** Normal

**Message.**

**Message Footer.**
Use [UNSUBSCRIBE] to insert the personal unsubscribe URL for each user.
Use [PREFERENCES] to insert the personal URL for a user to update their details.

**Add Attachments to your message**

The upload has the following limits set by the server:
Maximum size of a total data sent to server: 8M
Maximum size of each individual file: 2M

**New Attachment** [Browse...] **Add (and save)**

**Description of attachment:**

**Send Test Message** to email address DC@QWAFAFEW.org
Here are some comments about filling in this form:

- **Subject:** you can put anything you like here, but you must have something or you get an error message: it would be good to identify your chapter by starting with "Boston QWAFAFEW Meeting..." or something like that.
- **From line:** please note that the default value here is "QWAFAFEW Lists list.manager@qwafafew.org" -- if you leave that as is, all "reply"s to your message will go to HQ and be ignored. Please change the first part of the email address to your chapter name, or supply any other RSVP address you would like to use. It can be any email address (but of course should be a valid one if you don't want to annoy people who will be responding to your message). You can use any words you like in front of the email address and that will show up in the "from" line of most email clients. For example, you could put, "Boston QWAFAFEW Meeting Announcement boston@qwafafew.org"
- **Embargoed until:** you can use this to schedule a message for future delivery. For example, if you want to send out a meeting reminder the day before a meeting, you can compose it well in advance and schedule it here so that you don't need to remember to do it (or you may be traveling that day).
- **Format:** you should probably just leave this at the default, which is "auto detect" so that the email system will look at each member to see what is their preferred email format (as expressed when they signed up for the list).
- **Send as:** again, you should probably leave this set to "text and HTML" and that way each recipient's email client will be able to format the message according to their preferences.
- **Use template:** if you leave this set to "Normal" you will get the blue banner with the QWAFAFEW logo at the top. If you choose the other option, there will be no decorations, including the unsubscribe link, which means that the email might technically be spam. If you would like to have your own custom-designed template, send a request to template.request@qwafafew.org and we'll see what we can do.
- **Message:** notice that there are lots of formatting options here: you can play with them, and let us know if you have any questions about them. For the most part you should be able to paste messages composed elsewhere into this box, but be aware that Word documents may not have their formatting preserved.
- **Message footer:** there is an automatic footer added to each message (as long as you don't alter the template setting) which contains the info shown here. If you want to add your own footer (not sure why you would), it would show up where it says "add your own footer here"

To unsubscribe from this list visit [this link](#)
To update your preferences visit [this link](#)

©2004 QWAFAFEW

add you own footer here
Attachments can be added

It is recommended that you send a test message, at least the first few times you use this page. You can send it to any address that is on your list. This action automatically saves the message as a draft (or you can do that yourself by using the next button) in case you want to come back to it later. To access the message later, go to the "Messages" link in the upper right corner and click "draft".

When you are satisfied and ready to send your message, check off the name of your list and hit the "Send Message..." button at the bottom of the page (note that if you check "All Lists" it will go only to your list, which is "All" that you have access to).